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C6 CORVETTE REAR
AERO DIFFUSERS
Installation Instructions

The C6 Rear Aero Diffusers can be installed by anyone with reasonable skills. No tools are needed. For
best results and fit, position diffusers as far forward (toward front of car) in the template as possible.

Template
Top Edge

STEP 1. Using supplied mounting templates attach
Driver side template (marked D) onto rear lower body
panel. The (2) holes in template will locate on the (2)
plastic round push-in style fasteners located in lower
body panel. Line up top edge of template with lens
opening. Use masking tape to hold template in place.
SEE PHOTO 1
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STEP 2. Important : Before removing the red liner from 3M
tape practice fitting Diffuser into place so you will have an
idea how to align and easily position the Diffuser in template
cut-out area. Using (1) supplied 3M Adhesive Primer crush
on dot as instructed and brush primer solvent onto both
cut-outs in template for (2) Diffusers.
SEE PHOTO 2
Important: Adhesive promoter is not needed in narrow cut-out area of
template. The Diffusers tape does not contact body panel in this area
and the Diffuser fins actually float off surface of body panel.
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STEP 3. Remove red liner from tape on (1) Diffuser. Start
by locating Diffuser for positioning as far forward (toward
front of car) as possible. The overall fit is best when
Diffusers are mounted as forward as possible into die cut
template. SEE PHOTO 3 As you position Diffusers make
sure they locate correctly into template centered in
narrow fin area.
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STEP 4. Push up on Diffuser to make good tape contact,
You can reach up behind the lower body panel and
support the panel as you apply pressure when you push
up on Diffuser to get good tape contact. SEE PHOTO 4
STEP 5. Follow these steps for completing the Passenger
side. Then remove both templates
Components are warranted for 30 days from initial sale to be free of
manufacturing defects. Defective components should be returned to
place of purchase for replacement.

Visit www.altecproducts.com for more Corvette accessories.
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